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State: def. - a nation or territory considered as an organized political community under one government.

Nation: def. - a large aggregate of people united by common descent, history, culture, or language, inhabiting a particular country or territory.

Nation-State: def. - a sovereign state whose citizens or subjects are relatively homogenous in factors such as language and common descent.
Essential Questions

1. What were the main results of the Crimean War?

2. What role did warfare play in the various nineteenth-century nation-building efforts?

3. How did Europe’s expanding nation-states attempt to impose social order within and beyond Europe and what resistance did they face?

4. How did the forces of science, culture, and society supplant Romanticism with the philosophy of Realpolitik?
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Crimean War, 1853-1856:

- destroyed the Concert of Europe

- extremely bloody, costly for all combatants

- Russian influence in the region reduced

- Russian/Austrian conservative alliance against France was shattered

- Florence Nightingale - Br. battlefield nurse-pioneered the profession
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Alexander II - more worldly - ushered in the era of Great Reforms:

- emancipation of serfs began in 1861

- **mir** - Russian village/community - given full power to allocate land among peasants and direct economic activity

- peasants given gov’t loans to purchase their lands

- civil courts established to create principle of equality under the law

**Zemstvos** - regional councils allowed nobles to control local affairs & collaborate/challenge the monarchy
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- loans hurt peasants, lowered agric. output
- zemstvos assured conservative control
- social rebelliousness of youth who tasted change
- nihilists - “believers of nothing” - Russian youths who resisted the traditional roles of Russian society
- Tsar maintained strict controls despite reform talk
- Russian-dominated ethnic groups rebelled amid the air of change - Poles rebelled, were defeated

Russification - All’s attempt to force the Russian culture on the multitude of ethnicities ruled by Tsar to suppress rebellion
War and Nation Building

- weakened Concert became opportunity for Italian & German nationalists

Garibaldi  Bismarck  Cavour
**Italian Unification**

**Risorgimento** - name given to the movement for Italian independence - it means “Rebirth”

- Led by kingdom of Piedmont-Sardinia

- economic & military modernization, alliance w/ France against Austria made it possible
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Count Camillo di Cavour - Architect of Italian Unification

- Prime Minister of Sardinia - he worked for King Victor Emmanuel in the only kingdom led by an Italian
  - a cautious, thorough planner
  - Sought to free Northern Italy from Austrian control
  - understood that money, soldiers, and powerful friends were needed to defeat Italy’s foreign rulers
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- Austria owned northern Italian provinces, dominated the others

- NIII, hoping to weaken Austria, promised to help Cavour & return the northern provinces to Italian control

- 1859 - Piedmont-Sardinian & French forces won quick victories, but NIII did not return all provinces to Cavour

- NIII, fearful of Italian unity, signed a separate treaty with Austria’s emperor Francis Joseph, keeping Italy disunited
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- Giuseppi Garibaldi - The “Sword” of the Italian Unification Movement

- Led the “Red Shirts” - invaded Sicily and freed Southern Italy from the Spanish rulers

1861 - Kingdom of Italy declared, when Garibaldi abandons idea of republic to support Victor Emmanuelli II of P-S
Monument to Victor Emmanuel
Problems for Italian Unity:

- no single language - they spoke regional dialects
- wealthy industrial north vs. poor agricultural south
- how to acquire remaining Italian states (Venetia, Rome)
UNIFICATION OF GERMANY

1815 - German Confederation comprised of 39 semi-independent states
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- Appointed Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Prussia, 1862
- Wanted a united Germany with a strong king - hated liberals & democracy - crushed the liberal sentiments in the Prussian Parliament

- Wanted Prussia’s King to become King of Germany - hoped to drive out the Austrian Germans
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“Not by speeches and resolutions of majorities are the great questions of the time decided upon - but by blood and iron.”

- Bismarck wanted to use war to unite Germany

- He targeted Austria and France

- Austrian War - 1866: fought over how to divide territories of **Schleswig & Holstein** w/ Austria after an earlier war

- Prussia won in 7 weeks - had a super-modern, well-trained army

Thursday, April 3, 2014
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North Germans were Protestant - South Germans were Catholic - they didn’t trust each other

OVB wanted to erase the mistrust & unite them

He picked a fight with Catholic France, forcing the South Germans to choose which was more important - their religion or their ethnicity
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- A Prussian prince was to inherit the Spanish throne, scaring the French, who would be surrounded by Germans

- a letter was exchanged between French and German leaders to discuss the issue

- OVB intercepted the letter, reworded it to look like the KOP insulted France

- OVB sent the letter to the newspapers to be published - nationalists in both countries demanded war
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- France declared war, though it was unprepared
  - Prussia crushed them in 6 weeks, imprisoned French King

- Prussia took French territories of **Alsace-Lorraine**, made France pay billions (of francs) in damages

Germany crowned Kaiser Wilhelm I as new Emperor of United Germany - **THE 2ND REICH**

Reich - German word for Empire - the 1st German Reich was the Holy Roman Empire of the Middle Ages
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Crowning ceremony held in French palace - an insult to defeated France - led to great bitterness & intense hatred of Germany
Crowning of Wilhelm I at Versailles Palace
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- Emperor **Francis Joseph** - young, hard-working absolutist - victorious over rebellions in 1848
  - allowed local minorities (Czechs, Poles, etc.) to maintain local customs, language, etc
  - fostered industrialism, welcomed foreign investment, yet failed to keep pace w/ Bismarck’s modernization due to internal resistance
  - Liberals feared his absolutist tendencies, blocked some of his autocratic methods designed to strengthen the state

**Dual Monarchy** - FJ agreed to home rule for Magyars in Hungary
  - diplomacy was bitter btwn. Magyars & Austrians
  - other ethnic groups wanted the same deal - turned to policy of **Pan-Slavism** - unity of all Slavs under Russia’s leadership
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- econ. prosperity supported political reform:
  - more people given suffrage

- flexible political parties allowed for streamlined decision-making and legislative changes:

  **Whigs** - became the party of liberal reform

  **Tories** - conservative party, but still open to reforms

**Benjamin Disraeli** - Tory P.M. who passed legislative reform bills that extended voting rights to more people

- abroad: GB was *realpolitik* - they used violence and brutality to craft overseas empire, all out of the view of the British population, which was happy